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Physical access solutions to secure your data

Data Centres
The importance of
physical security to
protect your data
Security threats facing organisations have changed dramatically over the
past few years with traditional breaches due to a lost or stolen key, access
cards being compromised or even physical intrusion being overtaken by
cyber-attacks on data.
Businesses all over the world are undergoing various forms of digital
transformation as they look for ways to better interconnect with their end
customers, whether consumer or corporate.
However, while digital transformation clearly has its advantages in
helping organisations to perform more efficiently and stay ahead of
their competitors, it results in the creation of a considerable amount of
data which, to be of any value, must be trusted and reliable, and most
importantly, be secure.
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Securing
data
centres and
servers

To prevent an organisations critical
information being lost to the type
of breaches we’ve seen in the news
over the past few years, businesses
must make it a priority to find ways
of protecting that data and comply
with the General Data Protection
Regulation (GDPR) - coming into
effect in May 2018. It must be kept
secure throughout its life-cycle;
from the time it’s created, to the
time it’s used, through to the time
it’s archived.

more multifaceted than just
installing access control or a video
surveillance solution.

One of the main challenges most
organisations face is that they
aren’t aware of where their sensitive
data resides;

Meanwhile occupants want high
security, easy operation, low keyreplacement and maintenance costs
plus investment security.

•
•
•

Secure and functional, whilst
aesthetically pleasing, dormakaba’s
extensive product range of entrance
systems, security locks and cylinders,
access systems and door hardware,
meet and often exceed all of these
requirements.

At a data centre within their HQ
A private data centre remote site
A public cloud based data centre

The format in which that data is
stored will also vary and whilst
securing a server rack or server
room is essential it is often much

Data centres and server rooms in
particular are environments that
require highly secure and compliant
access solutions. In many of these
new-build developments, architects
look for hardware that, as well as
being secure, blends into the design
of the building and complies with
the latest regulations.
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Cylinder &
Key Systems
Ultimate key control
combined with high
levels of physical
security.

An often-overlooked issue pertaining
to physical security is the mechanical
lock and key. Whilst considering a
cylinder for a data centre or server
rack application, or a lockcase and its
associated door furniture for a server
room door, the design and aesthetics of
these often take precedence over the
functionality and security.
Of particular importance on data
cabinets, DVD recorders and server
racks is how they are secured against
unauthorised access. Typically locked
with camlocks or swing out handle
hardware customarily fitted by the
OEM manufacturer, they are supplied
with a traditional key. Are you aware
about the implications of that key?
Who will have access to that key,
where can they get into with the key,
and most importantly can the key be
copied allowing surreptitious access
to sensitive data held within the
organisation, all without the knowledge
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of the system administrators. These are
all serious questions to be taken into
consideration when choosing a locking
system.
dormakaba reversible milled key
systems offer the quality, durability
and reliability needed in highly
sensitive applications that demand
premium security products with
industry leading credentials. Having
gained a blue-chip customer base
in many stringently operated &
legislated industries, dormakaba’s key
systems are chosen by many security
professionals because our locking
system and related keys are registered
directly with dormakaba. Therefore,
replacement keys and cylinders can only
be ordered by authorised personnel.
This guarantees that the system owner
retains complete control over their
locking system and associated keys,
maintaining the integrity of the system.
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Electronic
Access Control
For efficient access
management,
security and data
collection.

Whether owner-occupied with longterm requirements or rented on a shortterm basis, data centres, server rooms
and racks need a flexible access control
system, where different visitors and
regular users can be defined and given
access rights depending on their job role
and the areas they need to access.
dormakaba offer a range of intelligent,
electronic access control systems, which
can be combined with either mechanical
master-key systems or electronic
hardware and readers. dormakaba
also provide manual and automatic
doors, security revolving doors, and
staff turnstiles along with workforce
management systems which can be
integrated into access management
software to enhance office security,
improve workforce productivity and
reduce administrative burden.

Solutions
Single server rooms/racks:
• evolo smart
Small & medium sized enterprises:
• evolo
• exivo
• MATRIX ONE
Corporations:
Corporate SAP solution with
SAP IT strategy with a focus on
organisational security.
• EACM
Corporate solution for system
integration with a security focus.
• exos
• MATRIX Professional
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Safe Locks
Security locks for
optimal protection
of information.

dormakaba Safe locks can be used
wherever organisational flexibility, fast
response, and increased security are
required. In the case of cyber security,
not only is data protection important
but also the physical security within
servers and cabinets where this data
is stored. To prevent physical cyber
security attacks, installation of safe
locks on the access doors can be
significant. dormakaba offers products
that can enhance security and access
to server rooms.
Axessor IP offers remote access to the
lock, that can be remotely disabled
in the case of an emergency. Axessor
IP can also be integrated with CCTV
systems, alarms and access control
solutions that include retina scanners
and biometric readers. The main
benefit of the Axessor IP is the remote
access via the network - which allows
control over users to immediately
disable access, from a central location.
Also, reducing costs incurred by sending
personnel to site in the case of an
incident.
An alternative to Axessor IP is Axessor
CIT which can issue a one-time-code
from a server management software.
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To gain access to the controlled area, a
phone call must be made to request the
access code. Therefore, only authorised
personnel can have access to the server
& data rooms enhancing the security
within the building.
For the most demanding locations
where, physical security and controlled
access is the highest priority,
dormakaba offers Paxos advance IP
which is the redundant, motorised
lock for high grade safes and vaults.
In practise, it means the system will
never have a mechanical failure due
to the redundancy in the lock- through
a duplication of critical components.
When Paxos advance IP detects a fault,
the lock switches to the redundant part
of the system, ensuring the safe or
vault can always be opened. All faults
are logged in the audit, so conclusions
can be drawn as to the cause of
the fault or if a security breach has
occurred. Paxos advance IP can also
be integrated with CCTV and access
control systems also access can be
controlled via time-related user codes.
The system can also be accessed via the
network allowing remote control and
access rights.
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Our products

Mechanical Key Systems

Door Hardware

Systems that enable access rights and key
control to all rooms within the premises

Solutions for residential or
commercial projects

Interior Glass Systems

Entrance Systems

System solutions made from glass
for a wide range of everyday and
office applications

Automated access solutions for
convenient access to buildings

Lodging Systems

Safe Locks

Hotel locks and locking systems as well as
access management solutions for holiday
homes

Security locks for preventing unauthorized access to goods, valuables, information or hazardous substances

Electronic Access & Data

Services

Electronic access control and workforce
management for efficient access management, security and data collection

Tailor-made services and customized
maintenance for long-term functional
integrity of access and security solutions

Mobile Showroom

Contact

The dormakaba mobile showroom is an exciting tool that
allows you to view and try our comprehensive range of
products at a place most convenient for you.

Central Locations
dormakaba UK & Ireland

With expert assistance on hand from our knowledgeable
consultants, the dormakaba mobile showroom is an ideal
way to experience product features and benefits and
understand how they could help you, from our door closers
to highly complex networked access solutions.
To book your visit email showroom.gb@dormakaba.com or
call 01462 477600

Lower Moor Way
Tiverton, Devon
EX16 6SS
T: 0870 000 5625

Wilbury Way
Hitchin, Herts
SG4 0AB
T: 01462 477600

E: info.gb@dormakaba.com
www.dormakaba.co.uk
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dormakaba UK & Ireland
Lower Moor Way,
Tiverton, Devon
EX16 6SS
T: +44 (0)870 000 5625
F: +44 (0)870 000 5397

www.dormakaba.co.uk

Wilbury Way, Hitchin,
Hertfordshire
SG4 0AB
T: +44 (0)1462 477600
F: +44 (0)1462 477601
E: info.gb@dormakaba.com

